
 

 

  



 

 

6 Key Tips To Help You Master The Listing Presentation 
By Daniel Ramsey 

 

A listing presentation could make or break you moving a prospect towards a close. Many Real 

Estate Agents can verify the frustration losing a listing presentation can bring, given all the work that 

goes into creating one. You may have utilized the strengths of your team, your in-house or Virtual 

Assistant and go into the presentation feeling great. However, how can you guarantee that you hit 

that target? 

Click here to download, a Listing Presentation created by one of our very own rockstar MyOutDesk 

Real Estate Virtual Assistants, which helped a top producing agent, Knolly Williams win more 

listings. 

Also, below are six key tips for creating your Listing Presentation: 

1.       Do Your Research - Become completely familiar with your prospect’s needs. Have your Virtual 

Assistant take the time to truly find out what the client truly wants. Know the client’s motivations. This 

is crucial in putting together your presentation as you want to be able to hit the points that will 

encourage them to go with you. 

 

2.       Have a Strong Opening - You have a very small margin of time to grab your audience’s 

attention and make them want to give you their full attention. In addition, make sure that the 

surroundings are in good condition. Your prospects need to be comfortable and ready to listen to 

what you have to say. 

 

3.       Present Benefits Before Price - While price is definitely a key factor whilst you are presenting, 

make sure that each benefit is stressed before mentioning the price. Make sure to mention those 

points that will appeal to their wants and needs, if they are thoroughly impressed or interested, then 

the price will be easier to digest. 

 

4.       Limit Your Comparables - Comparables are important but limit them in your presentation to 2 

or 3, as you do not want to inundate your prospects with too much information, it may cause you to 

lose their attention and they might miss other important points you want to drive home. 

 

5.       Risk Free Guarantee - Make your prospects feel safe. Drive the point home by showing them 

that while you are eager to provide your services, you are in no way “holding them hostage.” This will 

keep them more relaxed and less afraid to commit to you. 
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6.       Emphasize the Value YOU Bring - Find ways to be unique that are in tune with your style and 

personality. Add little personal touches to your presentation that will show truly show 

your prospects that you are the best person for the job. Make them feel that by choosing you and 

your team, they not only get a property or whatnot, but someone dedicated to giving them exactly 

what they want and need. 

With your busy schedule, it may seem like a daunting task to hit all the points mentioned above. You 

could have a MyOutDesk Real Estate Virtual Assistant who can create these kinds of presentations 

for you and much, much more.  

Provided with the basic information and a clear picture of what you want, you can focus on other 

details and have your Virtual Assistant create exactly what you are looking for, you can prepare 

yourself and walk into those listing presentations and close the deal. 

 

About MyOutDesk 
To learn more about MyOutDesk, visit our website at www.myoutdesk.com or call 1 (800) 583-

9950 and we will reach out to you to schedule a personalized one-on-one consultation.  
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